For applications down to ground level, you must use 24V for public safety. For applications above 2.5m from ground level it is safe to use 230V strings, but you can also use 24V.

24V string: 5m long/50 LEDs. 5 watts per string. **Must use 230/24V transformer. Select from those on P14.** Separate supply lead with rectifier. Extends to a maximum of 8 strings. Some twinkling versions now available.

Please specify cable colour when placing an order.

- **LED Colour** | **Pt no.**
  - White          | TDL050
  - Warm White     | TDL051
  - Red            | TDL052
  - Yellow         | TDL053
  - Green          | TDL054
  - Blue           | TDL055
  - Multi Coloured | TDL05MDG
  - 1.5m supply Lead | L0001
  - Spider Connector | TDL005

For complex installations you can use the 5-way spider connector opposite. **Please contact the office for assistance.**